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In -satellite--photometric equipment for optiqal emigsions in.
terference light filters ancl common rr d'mear;urement, tiack
are used to separate _the spectral lin-e llumination intensity
[, 2, 3,.1]. fhir combination substant ze, rveight and powei
qon_surnption_, bgt requires mechanical shifting of the differenl light .iilters
in front ofthephotoconvetter. To meet the requirements of a specified law of
motion of the light filters, a discrete drive by-step drivers is rnost frequently
used.

Tlvo l<inematic chains with discrete drive are used in the EMO-E,photo-
T.tti"-.yltlT:.^qg+^iLe_g! !?r! oJ the complex of scientific equipment iboard
the INTERCOSMOS-BULGARIA-1300 saiellite. They provfde' for measu,

6 spectral, lines, periodical calibration
of illuminated areas jin one spectral

ics. and shall. describe the principle of
shifting in the EMO-5 photometric

the rlevice for shifting the interference light filters
own in Fig. l. The following conditions have been

.l,lBl;ii:lll,o'#S,11liiT#',iff ";iJilf.;Ht'll
the,photoconverter); exact setting of each cyclically repeated position in front
oi .tfS photoc.onverter for a specif ied time period,;'' reliable operation of the
mop.ile parts_ in vacuum and within the temperature range of -20 to *b0", c,
small size, low weight and power consumpiion; objective control over the
measured positions. : I

The six interference light filters, the d the position
for drift measurements are situated evenly rc (F VV). The
rotation of FW is effected-by a discreteh :r dnd is (yn"tt-
rg.nized by I .s pulses (SP) frdm the board time. In brder
to provide the exact determination of each position of FW, i;he step driver



with a reductor (SMR) is controlled by the posi
position keys (PS) of optoel'ectron type. Pulses

is controlled by the position bf the driven shaft via
optoelectron type. Pulses are produced for each mea-

surement position (FP) and for the beginning of each new cycle (CD) of the
FVV rotation, rvith respective duration of tr,p and cr.

Fig. I

The necessary time period Ltu lor the measurem
d.eterrhined by the requirements of the photoconverter
sfg,uld be reliably fixed in one of the eight measurenr
shifted to the next one. Due to the motion of FVV in
trol block (MD) of SMR is of thb irreversible on-
trol of _the motion (LC) provides the time p iod
Alp, allowing the FVV motion in dependence ver
makes N steps in order to shift FVV at , on,

(l) w:s,:-p. 
I

zr di
where (; is the coefficient of teduct
depending on the type and commut

The precision of fi,ring FW in a

irom the output of a counter for inte

.PG to enter via coincidence circuit
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and the annuling of PC is effected by a CD pulse
tation cycle, The sequential synchropulse with a
turns 7, to-starting position. (7r) monovibrator
producing a pulse of duration 100 ns.

(l)

for the begirrning of the ro-
period 2TsF,: Ltm* Afp re-

is incorporated also in LC,

--l L----------J

Fig. 2

The control block (MD) of the driver contains pulse distributor (PD),
power amplifier (PA) and control circuit (F) for the current via SM wirings.
FD transforms a unitary code into a m-phase system of rectangular pulses,
where m is the number of wire commutation cycles, and F provides lorv con-
sumption for time Alr.

The block electrical circuit of motion control of the interrference filters
intothe photometric EMO-5 system is shown in Fig. 3. At ./sp==1 s, T1 (Sl:1555)
provides time periods Alr:0,5 s and Alr:1,5 s with 2% precision) The
monovibrators ?, and Ts are implemented on integral circuits SN54LSI23N,
No firm re,quirements with regard to the pulse generator (SN5400N) exist.
The generator operates on frequency of 100 Hz. The pulse distributor (SN5474N)
is of the irreversible type and transforms a unitary code into a 4-phase system
of rectangular pulses. The power amplifier is;unipolar, irreversible with trans-
istor-diode keys (4xKFYI8, 8x2DSIOA, 2xSN75450). The current through
the step driver wiring is regulated via transistor (BD 436), controlled by an
inverting amplifier.

A step diiver of the CDA-15 type with two phases, active rotor and a sin-
gle step oi 15' is used into the moiion device foi the interference light filters.
In order to safeguard its performance in space vacuum its bearings are repla-
ced by the vacuum type TU370060 5 J-73. while the carriers of the diffeient
wires 

-are 
produced fiom caprolon plastic. The reductor h,as a coefficient of

reduction ft:,1:10, the driving wheel is nade of steel brand 45. The driven wheel
made of caprolon carries the light filters. The overall weight of the device is
290 g and the power consumption<2 Wt.

The device^f,or shifting th'e interierence light filters has suc,cessfully passed
all the tests and operated within the EMO-S photometric system aboard the
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INTERCOSTIIOS-B'ULGA IA-1300 satellite. For one vear, more than 300
hours:,of . active operation can be reported for the EMP-5 system.
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